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Abstract

The History of the Roman-Catholic diocese of Nagyvárad between 1945–1989

In my dissertation I look at the history of the Roman-Catholic diocese of Nagyvárad in the communist regime. I feel authorised for the task since I have lived the bigger part of my life in the communist regime and I had first hand experience of its actions and measurements regarding religion. In my childhood in the 1950-60s I came close to the reality of the bans on attending Sunday school or a church mass. I was familiarised with the dishonest methods of collectivisation and later in my youth I had to cope with the atheist pedagogical methods common in state schools. I experienced socialist holidays where we had to praise first the labour than the communist party. As a seminarist (1969-1975) I had to realize the upside-down character of the regime and the work of the so-called Securitate. As a priest I encountered obstacles meant to paralize the work of the church. In my dissertation I look at all these.

I was ordained priest of the Catholic church by the honored bishop Áron Márton, a great opponent of the communist regime, on 22 June, 1975. Since my ordain I have been working as priest of the Roman-Catholic diocese of Nagyvárad. The first part of my work (1975-1990) I had to develop within the frames of an anti-religious society. The communist spirit left its imprint on the whole clerical community. The stigmatised clergy and the people practicing their religion often had to face the open or disguised attacks of the faithful followers of the regime. The relationship between the clergy and the congregation was determined by fear and distrust. The Roman-Catholic diocese of Nagyvárad, which, at that time, was lacking a bishop, was not an exception. I attribute it to God’s mercy that the congregation remained loyal to its Church, community and hierarchy even in such atheis times. The hard times were not able to rob the faith of the congregation. Their view of life was determined by Christian hope, honest thinking, love and perseverance in truth so they were able to come victorious even in the darkest situations.

In my dissertation I deal with the history of vicissitudes of the diocese between 1945-1989. I discuss partly the history of the Szatmár-Nagyvárad diocese united in equality in 1930, focusing on details relevant for Nagyvárad, more precisely the history of the Romanian side of the ancient diocese. For quite a long period few studies have been published on the Nagyvárad diocese in the period that I propose to deal with. Some works on clerical institutions and personalities have been published, however really valuable publications on the history of the parishes have not occurred. This made necessary some thorough research in the local archives and the evaluation of the documentation available.

Although the regime was trying to annihilate clerical activity in the period that I am looking at, there is no lack of documents relating to the life of the church. I had the opportunity to research the Domus Hungarica found in the parishes, the Archives of the Nagyvárad Diocese, the records of the Nagyvárad chapter, the archives of the Szatmár diocese, the archives of the Roman-Catholic College and Archbishopry of Gyulafehérvár, and the town archives of Nagyvárad. Of great help were the letters of bishops which gave an insight into church problems and their solutions. Although I had to read between the lines, still Ovidiu Bozga’s Cronica unui eșec privizibil from 2004 was of great help. It was highly useful because it
contains descriptions of church policy, orders of the Religious Department in Bucharest, and information related to clerical personalities and events sent in to him. I have to point out that in order to synthetize the reality from the letters of the inspectors we must know well the period under focus. This is why Bozgan’s book is of great documentary value but its contents can be judged valid only together with the clerical documents. To this I have to add the various writings of Msgr. József Fodor, the grand provost of the Nagyvárad Cathedral. He has been working as secretary, later as office manager at the bishopry since 1967. An important source I consider the two-volume book *Ut a vertanusaghoz*, published in honour of Szilárd Bogdánffy in 2011. In reality the two immense volumes are documents of the work of the beatified Szilárd Bogdánffy and the beginnings of the communist regime.

During my research I often encountered difficulties because of the scantiness of the parish almanacs or of the chronicles (historia domus, historia parochie) Maybe out of fear or maybe to the advice of the leaders of the clerical hierarchy the parish priests did not document everything, noticing only facts that would have passed an eventual state evaluation without problems. I also had to face that often there were pages missing from the conscientiously written accounts. The lack of professionalism of the parish chronicles was also an obstacle although chroniclers of the Nagyvárad bishopry (Bunyitay Vince, Gánóczy Antal, Kereszturi József Alajos, Zimmermann Károly, Málnási Ödön, Karácsonyi János, Ipolyi Arnold, Fraknói Vilmos) did a good job in documenting everything for those to come. I also had difficulties in using the archives of the Nagyvárad bishopry since it was under construction in the past years.

At the dawn of the 20th century the life of the Nagyvárad parish was determined by the new times while it was also affected by the measurements of the peace dictates that modified the borders of countries. Outstanding clergymen and intellectuals were trying to build spiritual life. I felt it necessary to present the period prior to communism since the changes in the hierarchy determined the life of the diocese. In the part of the diocese annexed to Romania the bishop’s tasks were carried out by Miklós Széchenyi. Following this, until 1930, provisional appointments were held by bishop Imre Bijelik and pastoral governor Antal Máyer. This period saw discussions of concordat between the Romanian government and the representatives of the Vatican. The concordate signed on 10 May, 1927 and ratified in 1929 equally united (aeque principaliter) the dioceses of Nagyvárad and Szatmár. The decision was carried out on the basis of the pastoral letter of 5 August, 1930, beginning with Sollemn conventione. István Fiedler was appointed to lead the united diocese of Szatmár-Nagyvárad. Bishop Fiedler started his work with great enthusiasm. During his period took place the synod of 1938 the decisions of which served as basis for pastoral work later in the communist regime. Due to misunderstandings or perhaps to provocation, Fiedler had to resign his chair as the bishop of the Szatmár-Nagyvárad diocese. He continued to live in Nagyvárad until his death in 1957 and with state authorisation he performed (ordainings, confirmations, consecrations). The abandoned diocese was taken over by Áron Márton, bishop of Gyulafehérvár has governed it with the help of vicars for two years. (1940-1942).

The decision of Vien of 1940 established a new situation in the life of the Nagyvárad diocese. 95% of its original territory was restituted and the circumstances were given for normalisation of the canonical law. However it was difficult to carry out these desires because the social and political situation resulted from World War II. was characterised by ambiguity. The fact that the diplomacy of the Apostolic See had to be prepared for everything explains the decisions taken in the period. The Apostolic See was limited and it could not allow the breaking
of measurements taken 10 years ago, in the midst of a politically uncertain war. On June 28, 1941, Pope Pius XII reunited the two Romanian parts of the diocese, (that were united since 1929) with the Debrecen regency. I must point out that after 1929 the inner independence of the two dioceses remained intact and in both locations independent chapters were functioning. When on March 26, 1942 Dr. János Scheffler was appointed bishop of the new independent Szatmár bishopry, Nagyvárad remained without a bishop. Two days later Pope Pius XII appointed the same Scheffler provisional pastoral governor. The following period was one governed with the help of vicars.

The whole organisation of the Nagyvárad diocese was determined by the World War II and its tragic consequences. The atheist state installed after 1945 banished the monks, dismissed religious organisations, confiscates church cemeteries and ultimately physically ruined churches. The period of Christian suffering has begun and it was highly experienced by the Nagyvárad diocese where numerous priests and members of the congregation were imprisoned: bishop Dr. János Scheffler, secret bishop Dr. Szilárd Bogdánffy, Dr Ernő Andrásy and Károly Fekete priests, a.s.o. With the decapitation of the clergy a whole generation was robbed of their Christian heritage. Still my dissertation will not be determined by pessimism but by the positive views of the Christian man. I believe that history, moreover, clerical history, is the result of a series of God’s divine actions. With the embodiment of Jesus Christ God became part of human history. This encourages me to look even at dark periods as Christ-centred.

In my thesis I tried to face the past of my diocese within the given time frame with the help of the written documents. As the saying goes: there is the past, there is the remembered past and there is the recorded past. In my dissertation I try to look at the three together. We cannot get to know the past in its totality because history is always a problematic and imperfect reconstruction of what was. The historical data, texts and sources are hard to understand and it is not enough just to fit them together. The remaining documents are far better witnesses of the past that tell stories if the questions are well formulated. I was compelled to address elderly priests, journalists active in the communist regime and teachers of history. Although it is hard to remain faithful in the historical web I still tried to follow the principle of justness.

After his release from prison, Áron Márton made an interesting declaration related to the uncovering of past events. He said the following to the clergy taking part in spiritual exercise at Gyulafehérvár: „We do not want to just account the past, but to repair and then forget it to be able to face the future in organised lines and to serve the cause of Jesus Christ loyally even if this service presupposes the biggest sacrifice.” The truthful bishop did not want to disregard the value of any knowledge of the past but he did want to see the end of the era of peace priests installed during the time he spent in prison.

The historical past of the church was always valued by the clergy Transylvania and the Partium. The bishops of Nagyvárad paid special attention to the documentation for the following generations. We also cannot remain idle in front of the historical events of the near past in the Nagyvárad diocese. We must connect to it in the development and maintainence of our Christian identity. Piety induced me to start research on the intact field of the history of my diocese.

As I have already mentioned, briefly I had to look at the period between the two world wars in order to understand the developing legal debate between the priests of Szatmár and Nagyvárad. Bishop Scheffler wanted to re-establish the situation from before 1941 (union in equality) so in July 1948 he travelled to Bucharest to ask for the help of the papal legate of...
Bucharest, Patrick O’Hara. But O’Hara, conscious of the plans of the cult law and the government’s intention to cancel the concordate decided for the maintanence of the status quo. (Maneant omnia uti hucusque erant). In reality this answer meant that there would be no uniting papal bull and bishop Scheffler would remain only pastoral governor in Nagyvárad. The diocesan bishop announced the chapter of both dioceses about the discussion with the papal legate and restated the status quo.

Formally, the union of the two dioceses was never complete and the validity of the relevant papal letter is also debatable. Still the clerical documents seem to prove that they were valid. The cause became groundless in 1948 because the 22nd paragraph of the cult law of 4th August stated that a diocese must have 750 000 members. According to this the Romanian government acknowledges two dioceses of the Latin church: the bishopry of Bucharest-Jászvásár and the bishopry of Gyulafehérvár to which the dismissed Temesvár, Szatmár and Nagyvárad bishopries were annexed. This caused uncertainties because every diocesan bishop had legal rights in their own bishopries and they did not interfere in affairs of jurisdiction. This was the exclusive privilege of Rome without which there could be no decision taken. They had to stick to their principles because, with regard to the position of Rome, the nunciature did not consider necessary to follow the requirements of the government. Moreover, all discussions with government representatives were openly banned. According to this the bishops avoided discussions. The first one whom the government tried to persuade was Áron Márton bishop of Gyulafehérvár, but after some unsuccessful attempts he was eliminated, arrested and condemned in show trial. The nunciature was dismissed and numerous clerical personalities were arrested: Alexandru Cisar bishop of Bucharest, Anton Durcovic diocesan bishop of Jászvásár, Dr. János Scheffler bishop of Szatmár-Nagyvárad, Dr. Ágoston Pacha bishop of Temesvár. The first to go was the archbishop of Bucharest, Alexandru Cisar, who was first retired by the National Assembly, his office was declared empty and he himself sent to a controlled lodging in a Franciscan monastery. To this we may add the arrested Greek-Catholic priests.

The arrest of the clerical leaders shook the dioceses but still their jurisdiction should have been intact because they were replaced by clergymen whose jurisdiction was above debate according to the Canona C.I.C. 198. Problems started to occur when these vicars were also arrested for holding on to their views. This started a flow in the Transylvanian dioceses by the internation of bishop Scheffler and the arrest of Dr. Lajos Czumbé vicar.

Scheffler’s bishoprics were regarded as deaneries from May 4, 1948. He was robbed of his freedom, sent to Kőrösbánya, later to the prison of Jilava where he died on December 6, 1952. The church could not rest. Until Scheffler lived the clergy was relatively peacefully organised, and even during the double governmet of Gyulafehérvár between 1952-1955 there was agreement between the vicars. The application of the Nominatio Substitutorum at Szatmár and Nagyvárad caused revolt. The possession of the jurisdiction became a question of prestige until 1983 when the Apostolic See officially solved the problem.

The death of bishop István Fiedler (25. October, 1957) caused prblems because he used to perform ordains in Nagyvárad. Áron Márton bishop of Gyulafehérvár, who represented Nagyvárad in front of the state, wanted to clarify the situation. With other words he considered the two dioceses as united, the Szatmár diocese was governed by the vice ordinarius, while the Nagyvárad diocese was governed by the delegated vicar of the vice ordinarius vicar. The Nagyvárad vicars appointed by the the ordinarius substitutes of Szatmár were the following from 1957: Dr. Endre Lesztyán (1957-1960), Ferenc Bélteky (1960-1968), Dr. László Hosszú

In the communist regime a certain percentage of the Nagyvárad clergy had to show a loyal attitude towards the local authorities which was tolerated by the vicars as well. The ambition for survival caused some members of the clergy, especially those in higher positions to adopt communist friendly attitudes. It must not be forgotten that these priests, as well as communist Hungarian intellectuals in Romania embraced the Soviet power, the communist ideas, especially those promising solutions for the ardent social problems. The socialist utopia covered the fact that unconsciously, they were contributing to the establishment of a hard dictatorship. This is especially true for the priests who with all their good will helped install a regime based on one party rule. Whatever the case, they were constantly searching to reconcile their dedication to the cause of the church and their loyalty to the state. They did not realize their mistake in time, they believed in the proclaimed freedom of the church and the constitutional freedom of religion. The small positive signs coming from the state were unmeasurably magnified while the difficulties within the church and especially rumours from the Vatican were seen darker and darker. They did not notice that in the name of religious freedom a real religious persecution has started. They believed in democracy so they did not consider the state laws (constitution, orders, cult law) offensive in their own but they were simply misapplied by local authorities.

Part of my dissertation is dedicated to writings of Dr. János Ópalotay (1908-1986) priest of the Újváros Szent László parish included in the Domus Historica which demonstrate priestly attitudes and thinking in the period. He was touched by the ideas of democracy fairly late in 1948, (age 40) although he knew about the difficult systems of ideas having completed his studies in Rome. In his diocese he worked as teacher of theology and became parish priest in 1947. He governed the parish with great skill, helped people in need and the still studying seminarists at Gyulafehérvár. He cultivated a good relationship with the religious department in Bucharest, however, he still had to leave office in 1963 when he was officially suspended. Later he was allowed to continue his spiritual work until his death. I tried to focus on the specialties in his notes, to things he paid attention to, newspaper articles he felt important to keep. He pointed out that although the Soviets were communists, they were also understanding and Christian people showing signs of religious freedom and allowed religious masses. During an incident in 1944 (On a dinner at the parish the table was covered with a sheet of paper with the image of Christ on the back. The Soviet officer discovered this and stated that although he was a communist Christ should still remain Christ.) Ópalotay found the answer for his questions: it is possible to serve Christ and his church even if he adopts the ideas of the new regime. So this chronicler remained a man of compromise until the end. In his opinion those who represent progress do as less as possible in their church service. In one of his representative confessions he stated that he considers himself a servant of the people because he was declared within the first in the line of peaceful priests by the transcongregational council and received bonus from the ministry of cult three times. So he fought for socialism.

The most influential member of the Nagyvárad clergy in the communist regime was Dr. József Pop cathedral canon and abott of Szentjobb. In the beginning of the regime he proved high skills of diplomacy and built direct relations with the president and the representatives of the ministry of cult. From 1951 he played a great role in the newly started Theology seminar in Gyulafehérvár following the publication of the cult law in which article 49. proclaimed that the
Catholic church could only keep one theology seminar and all the rest were dismissed. Áron Márton began negotiations between the dioceses in this respect but his arrest prevented any further action. In the fall of 1951 started the so-called Szovrom with state help. József Pop was the first rector but many teachers of theology from Nagyvárad started teaching there: László Hosszú, József Nemecsek, Ferenc Zitzmann. The institute could only function 4 years as university. Reliesed from prison, Áron Márton interfered into the work of the Institute of theology, dismissed the existing board of teachers and looked for new teachers. This act was acknowledged by the ministry of cults and from April 16, 1955 released Pop from his office. For two weeks the rectorate was taken over by József Nemecsek who later came to lead the School of Theology until 1978 in which time Áron Márton counted on his abilities to represent the institute in front of the state.

On his return to Nagyvárad, József Pop took over the diocese and in a letter he greeted his fellow priests asking them to be of help of the state in every possible way. Pop wanted to establish a clergy loyal to the state at Nagyvárad. Pop did not allow exaggerated church services so he reduced masses with the excuse of agricultural work, elections, national holidays, a.s.o.

The year 1957 was of great importance in Pop’s life as he was elected representative in the National Assembly and received a high state decoration. He announced the parishes and encouraged the congregations to vote since in his view this election was different from the previous ones because this time there he was as independent candidate above the communist party. Although political activity was not allowed in the church, he believed that the state has already showed signs of helping the Catholic church three years ago. Although Pop privately talked about asking the permission of the Apostolic See, he never did, and later as representative of the National Assembly he suspended his activity as Vicarius Capoitularis. He appointed Endre Lestyán for the job because in reality he never tried to do his job properly and always asked others to do so. Even his 50th jubilee was a celebration organized by others in the presence of congregational leaders and state representatives on June 25, 1959. In his letters and other writings he usually approaches problems intelligently and cleverly orients his fellow clergymen to loyalty in front of the state. He often used the teachings of the Holy Script for his own purposes to an extent that the representatives of the state authorities often quoted him for problematic individuals. He often closes his letters highlighting the justification of the socialist systems.

Pop’s political and clerical career ended on February 6, 1960 when he died of stroke. With his death a difficult period ended in the history of the Nagyvárad diocese but his impact did not vanish. Ferenc Bélteky followed him in his office and in the following period the question of the Nagyvárad diocese became more and more ardent. The state made it clear that it would greet Nagyvárad’s independence from the Szatmár diocese. According to the Codex the request of Bucharest could be best fulfilled by chapter vicar election but officially the new vicar could only take jurisdiction from the Szatmár ordnarius substitutus and not from the chapter. In this situation Dr.Lajos Czumbél was recognised as governor of the Szatmár Diocese since August 3, 1956 and that he appointed Bálteky vicar to the Nagyvárad diocese, and leader of the „Oradea deanery”. Thus the question of jurisdiction was finally solved. The deanery appointment was highly important since the state recognised the bishopries only as deanaries.

Bélteky also had to face state interference in church matters. He adopted a voice of peace in his letters but its frequency suggested communist peace theories. Pope Paul VI introduced
January 1 as the International Day of Peace in 1967 which managed somehow to approach the discrepancies.

After Bélteky’s death in 1968 the Szatmár ordinarius substitutus Ferenc Sipos appointed László Hosszú general vicar to the Nagyvárad diocese which was welcome by the religious department because he was approved by the regime. Hosszú governed the Nagyvárad diocese for the longest period (1968-1982) and his skills were useful in representing the interests of the diocese in front of state authorities. It is however still unclear why could Hosszú represent the Romanian Catholics together with the vice vicar of Bucharest, Petru Pleșa at the last session of the second synod of the Vatican. Socialist countries hardly allowed their bishops to the synod, and the number one representative to go should have been Áron Márton, as the single approved Catholic diocesan bishop. Still László Hosszú, Petru Pleșa and Károly Pakócs proved to be trustworthy enough to protect the prestige of the country and they were prepared for any eventual official enquiry from the Vatican. Not without purpose.

Hosszú arrived to Rome on October 29, 1965 and was still there in January, 1966. During his stay he had the opportunity to meet officials like Augustino Casaroli, secretary of the congregation of Eastern matters, who allowed him 5 audiences. Hosszú reported on the situation of the Catholic Church in Romania, spoke in detail about specific matters and pointed out the existence of the state’s desire for religious freedom. He tried to protect Francisc Austugin, leader of the Bucharest diocese, and labelled as fake the accounts of the Vatican in regard of him. In contrast, he declared that Áron Márton did no good to the Catholic Church of Romania and that his retirement and substitution would be desirable. During the discussion the question of the Romanian Greek Catholic church was also addressed but Hosszú pointed out that the Romanian state considers it closed and would not like the Apostolic See to relaunch it.

Hosszú’s Roman declarations are considered self-conscious however they are still oversewn with state expectations and there is no doubt that he invited Casaroli to Romania to state order. The state authorities were satisfied with vicar Hosszú’s work, he had to encounter much less obstacles than bishop Áron Márton. Towards the end of his life he tried to fulfil one of his life-long dreams: to publish his sermons and letters in book form. In 1982 he addressed the chairman of the Ministry of Cults to allow him to publish his book for his 70. birthday. The permission was given with some minor changes and László Hosszú’s My Dream Is Love and Peace became the single book published in the Nagyvárad Roman Catholic Diocese between 1948-1989.

Dr. Hosszú was followed by Dr. István Dászkál who received his degree in Studies of the Holy Scripture at Budapest, he read and translated the Greek and Hebrew Script, spoke Russian, Latin, German, Italian, French, English, Spanish and Slovak, and constantly tried to educate himself. He was an expert in arts, especially interested in painting of which he had a marvellous collection. Contemporary painters and collectors of Nagyvárad were his friends who highly respected him. He was ceremoniously inaugurated on June 27, 1982, on Saint Leslie Day by his precursor. He held the state’s approval and the single problem seemed to be that the separation of the two dioceses was still not complete.

Based on the nunciate addresses of archbishop Luigi Poggi, Dászkál signed the clerical documents as „Ordinarius” insted of „vicarius generalis” although the two dioceses were still not divided. This caused the disaproval of the Szatmár ordinarius Ferenc Sipos and lead to the question whether Dászkál had clerical jurisdiction or not. The state did not interfere because they have already regarded Nagyvárad as separate archbishopry. It must be admitted that Luigi
Poggi should have not started with the titles of the clerical leaders but he should have first clarified the situation of the dioceses. This was still a problematic issue because, when in 1941 the dioceses were united the Romanian state opposed the decision. In 1983-83 the state was already willing to consider the two dioceses as separate.

The years-long debate of separating Szatmár and Nagyvárad was always filled with obstacles. In October 1982, Luigi Poggi was not allowed to cross the borders of the country so it was his secretary, Jan Bukovszky’s job to face the tension around the title. On his return to Rome, Bukovszky officially solved the problem of jurisdiction and John Paul II signed the papal decree starting *Quandoquidem spirituali Christifidelium* which became the separating document on October 9, 1982. This papal decree suspended the union and Dr. Antal Jakab diocesan bishop of Gyulafehérvár carried out the decision on May 27, the next year. Thus István Dászkál was appointed Ordinárius ad nutum Sanctae Sedis, until the Apostolic See otherwise would decide. Legally the separation is valid from May 27, 1983.

In retrospect the clerical leaders had a great deal of debate around the title but taking into considerations the events of December, 1989, we must admit that it was not in vain since on March 14, 1990, John Paul II could appoint József Tempfli as bishop precisely because this separation. The life of the Nagyvárad diocese went on governed by Dászkál as ordinarius. The political situation stayed the same and the established measurements of the communist regime were still functioning until 1998.

I discuss the monks active in the diocese in a separate chapter since their centuries long presence is of great importance in the development of the spiritual life. Their presence conferred a particular image to Catholicism and this is why the dismissal of religious orders in 1949 was a great shock to the diocese. The struggle started with the introduction of the educational law of 1948 and went on on July 29, 1949 with banishing the activities of all Catholic orders working in education, health and social care. On August 3, 1949 the monks were ordered to move to specially assigned cloisters and to occupy positions defined by the state. The law was applied immediately after introduction and male and female orders were banned from their previous activities as these became exclusively state duties. The educational law proclaimed the seizures of religious schools as well. After the first shock some members of male orders (Premonstratensians, Lazarists, Capuchins, Franciscans) were allowed to work as priests in the diocese but officially there were no nuns during the communist regime. The laws regarding female orders affected the Ursilines, Vincentine sisters, Franciscan sisters. Clerical leaders tried to negotiate with the state but without any result: houses were expropriated, congregations were dismissed, the monastic robe was banished, members were simply made homeless. They sought shelter with relatives or other acquaintances. Some of the nuns could work on as nurses for a little longer but in 1955 they also had to go. However, slowly but surely the members of these orders were again present almost everywhere: in hospitals, offices, parishes. For instance Márta Hessz nun of the Heart of Jesus order fruitfully continued her activity playing an important role in preventing the demolition of the Saint Leslie Church.

The members of the female orders tried to live their usual lives even in these restricted times. They saved their wages to be able to assure their basic living conditions, they attended mass at parish churches and renewed their oaths yearly. They wore everyday clothes and they were highly appreciated for their work all through the communist period when they proved to be vital forces of the church.
A separate chapter I dedicated to theological seminars since the rector of the Theology Seminar and College of Religious Sciences of Gyulafehérvár was the Nagyvárad born József Nemecsek, who held the trust of bishop Áron Márton. He went to Gyulafehérvár in 1955 but was asked to stay, for his abilities proved necessary in the discussions with the representatives of the Ministry of Cults which in its turn came to appreciate his work. Thus Áron Márton recognised in Nemecsek the most suitable person to become hope for the future priesthood and at the same time somebody who was able to represent the cause of the Roman Catholic church in front of the state.

I dedicated some space for presenting the work and spiritual life of the priests, their relationship with state authorities and participation at peace assemblies. Having attended them for 15 years, I managed to sum up the subjects of these assemblies and seminars from 1951-1989. I discussed the problem of the reorganised institution for retired clergymen and the basic aspects of the liturgy as such. The reforms introduced before the second synod of the Vatican and the change in the language from latin to the language of the people applied after it took place in the communist regime and gave new hope and power to go on for clergy and congregation alike.

Religious education was a basic principle of church life. After the school law of 1948 when it was banned from schools the Nagyvárad clergy recognised the need to hold on to this type of education even if it had to take place only in the church or within the families. The priests were obliged to register all the children and to provide the suitable religious education for all of them. The law did not forbid religious education officially but the lawmakers tried to prevent this activity by assigning Saturday afternoons and Sunday mornings for religious education when the priests had other tasks to fulfil (wedding, baptism, evening prayer, mass). While in Gyulafehérvár bishop Márton stood up for religious education, in Nagyvárad, in the lack of our own bishop, this caused problems. This however did not mean the total lack of religious education. Beside priests there were teacher-priests who fulfilled the tasks of religious education. The real problem was the lack of religious books and manuals. On March 27, 1958 the bishop of Gyulafehérvár requested permission from the Ministry of Cults as a result of which the Roman Catholic Catechism was published in 15 000 copies of which Nagyvárad could also purchase some. In the 1970-1980s after the second synod of the Vatican the issue of Catechism spread all around the world and the younger generations of the priests tried to purchase these new manuals and to teach according to the new spirit.

As the priest is the representative of a social institution I also looked at state measurements related to the church. The most work and energy of the priests was required by elaborating estimate calculations and clearing of accounts. Religious authorities became the farwarding body of new laws and orders out of which some were rightful but there was a great deal of provocation and useless measurement. It was considered acceptable that every religious institution must have its own calculation that was controlled by the Ministry of Cults but control soon became permission thus the religious institutions became the subordonate of the Ministry. Parallel to calculations there were regular financial controls as the Ministry of Cults considered every clergymen leading whatever denominational institution on the territory of the People’s Republic of Romania as property trustee. As such they were also submitted to the specific state laws and were obliged to carry out measurements that their new status required. To this we may add the continuous flow of arrests that made the life of the priests almost impossible.
I felt neccessary to deal with the question of expropriations because the Nagyvárad diocese was far the richest. After World War II 96% of its wealth was confiscated and this process went on after Trianon. During the communist regime the chaper garden, forests, fields, the bishop’s palace, the library, valuable works of art, parish estates and cemetaries were taken away. In May 1964 the Nagyvárad diocese had to go through hard times. It was without precedence that Protestant and Orthodox congregations joined the Catholics in an attempt to save the Saint Leslie Church from demolition. The state order was given and on the second day of Whitsuntide, on May 18, the last mass was held by László Dászkál. The congregation did not leave the building and other people came representing other congregations as well as nations, prayed and sang together even when the men of the Securititate came to apply the decision. Young people made banners calling people to save the church. The Reformed Ferenc Perei willingly took the risk of the overexagerated punishment in defense of the church. Masons sent to carry out the demolition were simply prevented from starting work while the police, against every effort, was unable to stop the gathering. After three days of resistance the authorities understood the situation, the church was saved, the demolition plans were suspended. Saint Leslie’s Church is still standing strong today.

I dedicated the last chapter of my thesis to the Slovak-Catholic parishes in the diocese during the communist era. The most important Slovak settlements in the Nagyvárad diocese were: Bodonos, Baromlak, Sólyomkövár, Magyarpatak. In these locations there is Slovak mass. The first Slovak village in the diocese was Bodonos where already in the 19th century (1803) Slovak people were living. In the beginning of the 20th century a coalmine and bitumen mine were established in the region which provided work for the men. The glass factory in Feket Erdő also provided workplaces and not only for the Bodonos people but also to those living in the surroundings (Élesd, Sólyomkövár, Földes, Cserpatak, Derna, Újsástelek). These Slovak villages were never very closed communities since many of the people worked in nearby towns where smaller communities were established. The Hungarian-Catholic communities influenced these small Slovak communities both culturally and nationally in a peaceful way but their national identity was kept even when partially assimilated into their new society. This might have been attributed to their deep religiousness even in the communist regime.

In conclusion I would state the following:

- The Nagyvárad diocese changed together with the changes in power. In 1929 it was equally united with the Romanian part of the Szatmár diocese, 11 years later the two entities were separated to be reunited in 1948. This uncertain situation had a negative effect on the clerical hierarchy in the communist era. The problem was finally solved in 1983 when the two dioceses were definitely separated but the uncertainties had left their impact on the Nagyvárad diocese because it always had a subordinate role besides Szatmár.
- The Cult law of 1948 degraded Nagyvárad, together with the Szatmár and Temesvár dioceses to archbishopries and annexed them to the Gyulafehérvár bishopry. In reality this situation lasted only a few years (1948-1955) during which 5 Nagyvárad priest, who later played an important rolen in the life of the Nagyvárad diocese, were working in the Gyulafehérvár centre.
- Bishop János Scheffler pastoral governor from 1948 on the basis of Nominatio Substitutorum appointed an ordinarius substitutor to Nagyvárad: Béla Schriffert was nominated on first place, while on the second and third were Endre Lestyán and Zsolt Beöthy canons. With this step he regarded the two dioceses as separate and the title ordinanrius substitutus was
justified. But if the two were considered one united diocese (as the Romanian state regarded it until 1948) the title becomes debatable. Scheffler solved the problem and Béla Schriffert governed the diocese as general vicar of bishop Áron Márton pastoral governor between 1939-1942; as general vicar of bishop Scheffler pastoral governor between 1942-1950; as ordinarius substitutus of bishop Scheffler between 1950-1952, until his death.

- After the arrest of Schriffert (August 19, 1952) the office of the ordinarius substitutus should have been taken over by Endre Lestyán but as neither he nor the next candidate Zsolt Beóthy were willing to take the appointment a quite illegal option was chosen. Chapter elections were banned so both held in Bucharest and at Gyulafehérvár were illegal. To the interference of the state József Pop was appointed to lead the Nagyvárad bishopry in 1952.

- Although the title of ordinarius was lost, the jurisdiction could be solved in a simpler way by the vicars of the diocese. It is hard to understand the conflicts between the clergymen of the two dioceses that went on until 1983, when the two dioceses were finally and officially separated. I consider more important the fact that István Dászkál could govern the diocese as ordinarius. Of great importance I aslo consider the fact that in the chaos of December, 1989, the separate status of the two dioceses made it possible for the Apostolic See to appoint József Tempfli bishop of the independent Nagyvárad diocese on March 14, 1990.

- During the communist regime the diocese was clerically governed by vicars and legally by archbishops. All the leaders were learnt people and fought for the independence of the diocese.

- József Pop came again to power in 1951 with rather ambiguous past and state friendly attitudes. He cultivated good relations with the Romanian government between the world wars, after the World War II and in the communist regime as well. After the second decision of Vien Pop escaped to the southern regions of Transylvania and played a quite unpleasant role in the question of the forests possessed by the diocese. In the communist period he was in a rather priviledged position of which he benefitted and not always in the name of the diocese but rather for his own personal purposes. He used his position to reach his goals in his clerical carrier. Although he did not manage to become bishop of Gyulafehérvár he could still become the governor of the Nagyvárad diocese in the time when the Gyulafehérvár centre was established for the four Transylvanian dioceses. Between 1952-1955 he was the rector of the College of Religious Sciences in Gyulafehérvár but after the relieze of Áron Márton he had to return to his diocese where he was not satisfied by his clerical position and became a representative in the National Assembly. He was in excellent relationship with state authorities, his minor requests were usually answered and during his time the Nagyvárad diocese could function wholly independently. The ones who followed Pop could not change the situation too much. Vicars were not bishops and the state was much more aggressive with them than with the bishop of Gyulafehérvár so they were easier to induce into compromise.

- Because Pop occupied the leading position of the diocese to state pressure he could have no legal effect. But he was protected against the clerical hiatus because he solved the question of ordainings, confirmations by reactiving István Fiedler former-bishop. This was however weird because the reliezed bishops (Béla Boros, János Dumea) were always dealt with carefully while Fiedler could work freely. On his death, the vicar László Hosszú pointed out that his spiritual greatness became even more evident after his retirement. And this could only be due to the person behind his back, József Pop.
- The question of jurisdiction became actual again with Fiedler’s death in 1957 because Áron Márton could not ordain seminarists lacking dimissory status, which Pop was not authorised to give. On the other hand Pop was much more preoccupied with his appointment to the National Assembly so his official duties were taken over by Endre Lestyán who received jurisdiction from the Szatmár ordinarius Lajos Czumbél in 1957 and until Pop’s death he remained the governor of the diocese.

- The governors who followed Pop remained on the established path respecting and praising each other’s work. On the death of Ferenc Bélteky László Hosszú held an elevated speech while Hosszú’s book on dreams and service of peace was foreworded by István Dászkál and who was the one to hold valedictory speech for the retiring bishop from his office. The difference between them was that Bélteky accepted his position as vicar of the ordinarius of Szatmár, Hosszú was eager to get the title of ordinarius, while Dászkál simply took the opportunity to use his status as appointed ordinarius ad nutum Sancte Sedis.

- The disappearance of the young bishop Szilárd Bogdánffy was not even dealt with in the communist period. The vicars did not talk about him, and did not praise his martyrdom. But he was connected to Nagyvárad and today his life is considered a riddle: what made this young Temesvár graduated to become priest in Nagyvárad? Based on my research I can state that his decision was highly influenced by the Piarist Károly Mertz who was spiritual leader of Bogdánffy. To Metz’s influence Bogdánffy left the highly restricted seminar at Temesvár where from the 19th century a strong pressure of using the Romanian language was established. At the same time the German influence was also strengthening so Bogdánffy felt the need to change and started his theological studies at the Theology Seminar of Nagyvárad. Bogdánffy had the promise of bishop Antal Máyer to continue his studies in Rome but István Fiedler decided otherwise. Possibly because of his Temesvár roots, he identified with the seminar in losing a valuable seminarist so preventing Bogdánffy from going to Rome he sent him to Budapest.

- In the communist period the life of the Nagyvárad diocese kept its Baroque style. The clergy was preoccupied with outer image rather than the inner values. On special occasions they solicited the help and support of the minor parishes who received nominalised invitations with detailed indications.

- In the cathedral the tradition of concerts did not cease, thus trying to attract people to the church while gradually substituting common singing with dumb concert attendance.

- It was interesting to see the impact of the liturgical preparations preceding the second synod of the Vatican which was meant to prepare the ground for the reforms of the synod. The changes were welcome but priests and congregation alike tended to hold on to the usual methods which were now replaced or eliminated.

- Nagyvárad’s spiritual life was highly influenced by the presence of the various religious orders. During the communist era the members of the male orders had to restrict their activities to preaching while the members of the female orders were in a more humiliattted situation. While the men could remain active in peace movements and later in parishes, the women had to find more profane tasks within the congregation. Among the Ursulines we can even find martyrs (Gabriella Hajdu).

- The Nagyvárad diocese was abandoned but its priests had to meet the requirements of the state. I consider that with the 1948 secularisation of the clergy eliminated the clergymen from public life. I rather point out that their help was presupposed to serve state interests: recruitment, decreasing the number of church masses to the morning hours in order not to
interfere with any communist activity, and they were requested to take part more intensely in the agricultural work. The priests were turned into administrators in the 1950-1960s so that they were practically unable to fulfil their spiritual tasks.

- It was very interesting to see the relationship between clergy and communism especially in the light of the programs promising solution for the existing social problems. The socialist utopia covered the reality and nobody realised that their efforts unconsciously helped in building the communist regime. While the clergy was trying to find the golden path between their faith and their loyalty towards the state their ideas of religious freedom were turned into religious chase. They still believed in a democracy of the people and considered the state as functional.

- The parishes of Nagyvárad were paralysed by the movement of the important celebrations to the cathedral. This was an attempt to attract the people from the smaller parishes which provided the image of a lively diocese whenever there was need for a spectacular show up. While the smaller parishes felt the impact of losing their congregation, the occasionally invited important guests (Luigi Poggi 1980, bishop Lajos Bálint 1982, bishop Antal Jakab of Gyulafehérvár 1989) could leave with the idea of a well-organised diocese and a numerous congregation in the cathedral. I suggest the suspension of this centralised form of organisation because this keeps the clergy of Nagyvárad in an extras statusz. There is still the danger of practicing the same old communist methods when we tended to calm our conscience by occasionally gathering a group of people to represent a seemingly good surface.

- The authonomy reached by József Pop resulted in the isolation of the Nagyvárad diocese which thus did not connect to the religious seminars and religious exercises organised at Gyulafehérvár. There were very few priest exams although the Clerical Codex does encourage this activity. While the clergy of Szatmár and Temesvár often gathered at Gyulafehérvár, our clergymen stayed away and were even banned from participating in the summer religious seminar of 1977 although there would have been some young priests who would have gladly taken part. A sad consequence of the isolation was that the Crown gatherings had the character of peace assemblies. In Transylvania the presentatoins were usually held by teachers of theology, in Nagyvárad the theological subjects were kept unimportant.

- The religious education could only be successful in isolated places like in Slovak communities. The Saturday-Sunday time of the religious activities caused problems. The two basic principles of religious education on the level of the diocese were the joint preparation of the confirmation and first communicants.

- During the communist period the diocese lost a lot both quantitatively and qualitatively. The Nagyvárad clergy was famous for the great number of its members who completed their studies abroad and applied for a doctoral programme. During this period those who had the opportunity left the diocese (Mihály Bauer 1975, István Renesik 1987).

- Dr. István Renesik priest’s Historica Domus of 2000 brilliantly characterises the situation of the diocese in the communism. In it he points out that the glory of the Nagyvárad diocese has faded in the last decades and today nothing more than a beautiful name is meant to keep account of its past glory: Nagyvárad Diocese, the Diocese of Saint Leslie, chronicled by Vince Bunyitay; we remember and celebrate, and commemoration is the surest sign of the fact that we are diminishing. I consider Renesik’s voice a little too pessimistic, so besides accepting some of his points I also cannot agree with him in others. My doctoral thesis is the proof that the
history of the diocese full of vicissitudes ended in 1990 so the collapse cannot and should not be inevitable.

To sum up I would like to point out that although the history of the diocese in the communist regime was dark and desperate I judge that today’s clergy and the congregation need not be ashamed for its past. The most important role of the Roman Catholic Church of Nagyvárad was always to serve the salvation of the people even if obstacles were erected in front of it and its social institutions were expropriated. We should however feel ashamed for disregarding this period of our history. Bishop Arnold Ipolyi canon of Nagyvárad also criticised his contemporaries for this: “The biggest difficulty is still the unknowing audience, their lack of sense or idleness in front of the national cultural ideas, the knowledge of the past, the sacred missions of the future.” With my dissertation I tried hard to avoid precisely this accusation.
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